December 8, 2015
On behalf of Iowa Soccer, thanks to you and your board for taking the time to
consider this final proposal for an Iowa Soccer Level 3 league in the Greater Des
Moines area.
It is through member engagement and a reflection of member desires that the
elements of this proposal have been generated, discussed, vetted and now
presented in final form. As your board considers this option in coming to a decision,
we invite you to contact us with questions at any time in your decision‐making
process.
When asked to present to our member clubs a Level 3 league option, which will also
include a place for Level 2 teams, we approached this initiative with care and made
no assumptions about knowing what members wanted in a league option. We
sought and facilitated members having a voice and what follows reflects a desire for
a league option that is different ‐‐ and guided by these commonly‐discussed
characteristics:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make it easy to be in this league
Be flexible, have flexibility
Maximize technology
Provide support to the clubs
Provide support to the game
Include member input
Provide value
Be affordable

In pursuit of our vision of soccer becoming the sport of choice in our state, we think
this collaborative process with members has led to an exciting, new league option
that will have a domino effect of elevating the game in our state. Competitions that
create a better environment will serve over time to keep kids, coaches and referees in
the game longer. Providing a professionally‐run league that places less demand on
volunteers will in turn allow you to invest time in your membership. If we each bring
to the table the things we do well and put our energy toward them, the sum of the
whole will far exceed the sum of each individual part. We’ll get there – soccer will
become the sport of choice in our state!
Let us know if there’s anything we can answer for your board as it considers
committing to play in an Iowa Soccer Level 3 league option starting Fall 2016.
With appreciation,
Jenny, jwood@iowasoccer.org, ext. 104
Craig, cwinger@iowasoccer.org, ext. 105
Harold, hkahler@iowasoccer.org, ext. 103
Nancy, ngreenley@iowasoccer.org, ext. 101
515‐252‐6363
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Iowa Soccer‐run competitions
We bring to the table the ability to run, lead, support and deliver quality competitions
programming for youth and adult players at the recreational through elite levels.
Competitions – it’s what we do. We run Level 1 through Level 3 leagues in the state now
and with this Greater Des Moines area league initiative, we’ll add another essential
competition under the umbrella.
Expanding and developing competitions under the Iowa Soccer umbrella will result in
opportunities
• that fit together and are cohesive from option to option
• that offer consistency in the level of service provided no matter if it is recreational or
premier level
• that create a better environment for players, coaches, parents and referees
• that promotes collaboration statewide and locally to leverage existing playing
opportunities with the net result of a variety and more
• that will have a familiar look and feel, no matter where in the state, or if it is a league,
tournament or festival
• that will provide a pathway linking all options and levels available to players, coaches
and parents so they can easily navigate their options
• that will move the game forward across our state
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Handling this opportunity to put together a league proposal with care
We were not going to assume we knew what members wanted from an Iowa Soccer‐led
league option. Therefore we sought engagement, collaboration, input and synergy with
our members to develop this proposal.
Focus Groups
• Call to action inviting participation in focus group emailed to over 2,200 Iowa Soccer
members that participate in the GDMJSL. There are 39 Iowa Soccer member clubs that
play in the League.
• Formed five focus groups
• Three organized around the number of teams the club has playing in the
GDMJSL
• The fourth was for registrars
• The fifth was members of each of the four groups: continuity in discussion,
bringing all team count sizes and the registrars together in one meeting
• 19 clubs had representation through the focus group work (call to action open to all)
• Ranged in size from team count of 1 (smallest in GDMJSL) to 22 (largest in
GDMJSL)
• Meeting summaries were provided to participants to review, make edits and
sign off, which all have done.
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• Transparency ‐‐ summaries and meeting guides were posted on our Level 3 league
webpage,
(http://www.iowasoccer.org/iowa_soccer_level_3_league__greater_des_moines_area/)
Initial Proposal
The initial proposal reflected the desired characteristics revealed through focus group work.
• Transparency – posted on our website prior to presentation, along with supporting
documentation
• Presented at November 10, 2015 GDMJSL meeting
Communications
• Before/after we hit milestones, sent updates and summaries to boards, presidents,
registrars/club administrators
• Three webpages were launched that serve as information and resource hubs
Town Hall meeting
• Open to all members to participate in
• Held December 6, 2015
• Discussed pros/cons of initial proposal and in so doing addressed questions/concerns
about it
• Have taken the collaboration and consensus from the town hall meeting to form this final
proposal
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Five focus group meetings
• October 12 (small team count)
• October 13 (medium to large team count)
• October 19 (medium team count)
• October 21 (registrars)
• October 28 (members from each of the four focus groups).
(Team counts chart at https://usys‐assets.ae‐admin.com/assets/923/15/GDMJSL‐team‐
counts‐by‐club.pdf)
Each focus group meeting followed the same discussion guide
• What are the desired elements/characteristics of an Iowa Soccer Level 3 league in the
Greater Des Moines area?
• Find out what challenges, if any, you have in your current league, and suggestions for
solutions to any challenges that a new league could incorporate
• To express any concerns about Iowa Soccer directly to us so we can answer them.
(Meeting notes at
http://www.iowasoccer.org/iowa_soccer_level_3_league__greater_des_moines_area/)
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Nuts and bolts of an Iowa Soccer Level 3 league
Iowa Soccer currently runs Level 1 and 2, Level 3 and Academy leagues in the state and the
nuts and bolts we have in place are time‐tested. In our league structure, clubs don’t apply
for membership in the league, teams simply enter prior to each season. Clubs receive an
invoice for the number of team entries.
An Iowa Soccer Level 3 league in the Greater Des Moines area would launch Fall 2016 and
include U11‐above age groups for Level 3 and Level 2 teams. Team eligibility will be the
requirement that the team is currently affiliated with and in good standing with Iowa
Soccer.
In any age groups where offering small‐sided games would result in getting kids on the
field, we would offer them. As well, the new US Soccer mandates regarding the ages by
which teams will be formed will impact the need for small‐sided divisions. We’ve already
begun preparations in our other leagues for which seasons and at which age groups the US
Soccer initiatives will trigger the need.
As with all of Iowa Soccer’s leagues, tournaments and programs, this new league will be
structured under the Bylaws, Rules and Policies of Iowa Soccer and it will have its own
budget. From our other leagues, we already have rules that will be used as a starting point
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for this league. As necessary, the rules will be modified for the characteristics unique to the
Greater Des Moines area and designed to support getting players and teams on the field to
play!
The league will be run by Iowa Soccer, with a League Director in charge, just as with our
other leagues, and all staff will serve to varying degrees in support roles. The League
Director will be responsible and accountable for the success of the league.
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Member input and resulting proposals
Despite the diversity across GDMJSL participating clubs, and in the face of three decades of
tradition in the GDMJSL, there were many common themes shared across the five focus
groups. What was loud and clear was the desire for a league that is different. The bullet
points in the above slide detail the areas in which differences are most desired.
Please keep these in mind as you process all elements of this final proposal.
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Schedule: addressing challenges, providing for flexibility
Across focus groups it was made clear that getting enough players to games and reducing
travel for families were common challenges members wanted addressed in a different
league option. Those, coupled with a “power ranking” team placement system that does
not work (games not quality, play teams more than once), were the driving considerations
behind the initial proposal to offer a more flexible schedule that offers quality and variety.
The initial proposal laid out a six‐game schedule over eight weekends. Feedback from
some who are used to the traditional eight game schedule is they’ve struggled with the
idea of having fewer games ‐‐ quantity. On the other side are those who desire the quality
and variety that opens up as a result of six games over eight weekends. While we don’t
have statistics, focus group participants suggested that due to the extra burden put on
volunteer coaches to coordinate and reschedule matches, particularly later in the season, it
isn’t unheard of for teams not to play all eight matches in a season.
Town hall meeting
At the town hall meeting the group talked about pros and cons of the proposed six games
over eight weekends. Tradition in this area of the state is an eight game schedule over
eight consecutive (mostly) Sundays. Alternatively, six over eight is more flexible and
addresses the challenges faced in the current league option. Although not everyone was in
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agreement, coming out of the town hall, the idea of a six game schedule over eight
weekends was still supported and has therefore become an element of this final proposal.
We acknowledge that clubs may have some pushback from parents – “$25 for less games?!”
‐‐ and we therefore encourage you to look at the big picture as your board considers this
league option. Quality, variety, flexibility, technology and support only a professional
structure can provide is valued at more than $25. In short, participants will get much more
for the $25 entry than you currently do. And with some education, encouragement and
support from Iowa Soccer and your club, coaches will easily find and participate in the
variety of options that can get them beyond eight games in a season.
Six games, flexibility and opportunity: something different
“Don’t be afraid of being different, be afraid of being the same…” This league option is going
to offer something different ‐‐ something that reflects members’ desire for a different option
and also aligns with our mission to provide soccer opportunities. So the fall 2016 schedule
will feature six quality games over eight weekends, with two BYE weekends. BYE weekends
will provide opportunities for additional soccer activity or quite simply for teams/families,
coaches and referees to have the weekend off, which is not a bad thing.
Schedule
• Six quality league matches (ideally against six different teams; it was acknowledged by
those at the town hall meeting that it may take a season or two to reach the ideal)
• Played over an eight weekend period; two of the eight weekends will be BYE weekends
• Saturdays will be included as play dates
• Saturday games start no earlier than 11:00am
• Sunday games start no earlier than 1:00pm
• In the Fall 2016 schedule, we will aim to organize divisions first by location (addressing
travel), but ultimately our ability to do this will hinge upon which clubs commit to an Iowa
Soccer Level 3 league option
• We will also employ a “returning team threshold” used to easily indicate if a team has a
certain number of returning players from the previous season.
• If/as divisions can be organized by location first, we will then try to group “like”
teams as indicated by whether or not they meet the threshold.
• This is not proposed as a perfect solution but as a starting point to try to help
make a schedule. This is one area we anticipate working on refining with
members as we get a couple seasons into the new league.
• It was suggested by focus groups that scores be posted but not standings. No decision has
been made on this. As we don’t think this is necessarily a deal breaker based upon
feedback we’ve gotten, we’ll address this in subsequent league launch/rollout meetings
beginning in February.
• Coaches will still be able to reschedule matches
Alternative soccer opportunities for teams seeking additional games on BYE weekends
• Iowa Soccer or club‐run tournaments
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• Iowa Soccer team or individual player festivals
• Iowa Soccer organized inter‐league games with our other Level 3/2 leagues/teams in the
state
• An Iowa Soccer coordinated database for coaches to submit their availability and then find
and self‐schedule “friendly” matches
• BYE weekends give clubs the opportunity to pursue club‐wide or inter‐club jamborees or
festivals, for example
For coaches or clubs wanting more, a variety of Iowa Soccer opportunities will be available
and easily accessible. Please also consider that BYE weekends open doors for clubs to do
something within the club. It was brought up at the town hall meeting that most coaches
wouldn’t take the “extra time” to enter a tournament or festival, or seek out a friendly
match. We disagree and that is based on our experience. Coaches who want more will go
after more – and “more” options will be offered. And coaches who may be a bit less
motivated will face less hassle in the absence of having to reschedule matches in order to
participate in a different playing opportunity. Again, by framing this different league
schedule option in terms of flexibility, variety, quality and opportunity and educating coaches
and members about this, coaches will find additional options are easy to access.
Lastly please keep in mind that referee and field constraints are real for many clubs.
Particularly with respect to referees, the entire soccer community has a role in supporting
retention and recruitment of referees. We think that the net result of the six games over
eight weekends will reduce the strain on a referee pool already stretched too thin, that it
helps support assigner efforts to place referees on matches they’re capable of and that
variety will have a positive effect for referees as well.
Whether or not being different will turn out to be successful won’t be determined unless we
try. Member input will be sought and if it points to the shift to quantity over quality, variety
and flexibility, the league schedule can reflect that in the future.
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Maximum roster sizes
• U11‐12 = 16, as per new US Soccer mandated 9v9 form of the game
• U13‐above = 22 in the 11v11 form of the game (up to 18 active per game, the 18 can
change from game to game)
• Small‐sided in the older age groups – we’ll first determine the form of the game and
from there determine maximum roster size
• We’ll seek member input and also work with the League Advisory Panel on this
detail
• Our goal is to have the form of the game and the maximum roster size that will
best support getting players on the field!
Make it easy for registrars
• Multiple rostering process will be as per Iowa Soccer rules, thus eliminating the
unnecessary duplication of work for registrars that GDMJSL rules result in
Guest players allowed = flexibility
• To promote games being played and in support of teams having enough substitutes, up
to three guest players will be allowed to play with your team in a match
• May come only from within your club and must be currently registered with it/Iowa
Soccer
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• Will be a technology‐based process from submission through approval
• League Director will monitor and track signs of misuse or abuse, hold accountable if
necessary
• Guest Player will need to bring his/her player pass to the game
Game compliance
• Referees will be able to accept player passes (preferred) or a paper or electronic version
of the Iowa Soccer‐approved roster (roster can be pulled up on a mobile device)
• Guest players will need to show player pass from his/her regular‐season team
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Make it easier for club registrars/administrators
Team entry deadlines
• Fall = no earlier than one week after select team bid date
• Spring = such that it allows for minimum of four to five weeks from deadline to
opening weekend of play
• Team entry simplified
• Reduce work required of registrar/administrator at time of team entry by
capturing only age group, team number, meets returning team rule and fields
inventory
• Coach and team coordinator information can be updated at a later date
• Manage a single database
• Registrars/administrators will have to manage only a single player and team
database that reflects real‐time data, rather than juggling two databases that
aren’t always in sync as is currently the case
Schedules released so families can plan
• Release schedules no later than two weeks before the opening weekend of play
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Projected 2016‐17 dates
• Likely deadlines, play dates and BYE weekends
• will review and get input into the timeline during the February through June
launch/rollout phase
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Services and value for your league entry fee go beyond the number of games on the
schedule
Support and leadership of professional staff
• Led by a League Director and supported by the staff at Iowa Soccer
• When you have questions, concerns or ideas, the Director and staff are available
by phone and email, or can meet in‐person
• You will receive support ‐‐ disputes, concerns, issues or grievances will be
investigated and handled by the League Director and/or staff
• Staff will monitor and handle compliance, providing consistency in
application/enforcement of the rules and hold accountable when facts point to
non‐compliance
• Staff will follow‐up in a timely manner so that issues, concerns or violations are
brought to a close and communicated
• Regular league communications and an engaging league website will feature
news, accomplishments and notables from around the league so that you feel
more connected to the soccer community
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Use of technology to meet 21st century expectations
• We will implement technology‐based tools and solutions so that participants, volunteers
and administrators benefit by the convenience and ease the tools can deliver
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Having a voice
We think by the nature of how we’ll run this league (supporting you, regular
communications, member surveys, education/development initiatives, advisory panel,
league meetings for example) we’ll be regularly engaged with each other. There will be
more touch‐points and reasons to have exchanges and share ideas than your current
option.
It is not our position that having a voice is measured only by a club having a vote. A
collection of exchanges over the course of the season is having a voice. Hitting “reply” to
share your opinion on a recent league communication is having a voice. Getting a group
together for coffee with us to express a collective concern or desired opportunity is having
a voice. Providing input by picking up the phone and having someone answer is having a
voice. Completing a survey is having a voice.
Know that you can contact the staff any time to talk soccer, share challenges and
brainstorm solutions. We are not suggesting, as someone asked at the town hall, that if
you come to us with a problem we will make a unilateral, league‐wide change that
negatively impacts the balance of the teams. What a series of voices over time does is
provide us real‐time feedback that we can discuss as a staff, or bring to the League Advisory
Panel or to a league‐wide meeting. This is how we run our leagues and it works. We
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understand you may be hesitant because this is different than what you’re used to. We’re
asking for this chance to earn your trust. You will have a voice – many, in fact!
In addition to those mechanisms, we will have the following two‐pronged member input
structure – a standing Advisory Panel and twice yearly league‐wide meetings.
• PRONG ONE: Standing League Advisory Panel
• Structure
• Initial organization of panel will follow our focus group organization:
representatives determined by U11‐above Level 3 team count and also
include spots for registrars/administrators
• To foster success of the panel, it will be limited to eight people
• 2 from “small” team count
• 2 from “medium” team count
• 2 from “large” team count
• 2 registrars/administrators
• Those eligible to serve will be
• Current or immediate past member of your club’s board
• Club registrars and/or administrators
• Club staff and/or Director of Coaching
• As with the focus group model, we will have a call to action for eligible
people to volunteer to serve
• If we get more than one from a club, we’ll ask the club to
determine the name that goes forward
• If we get more than eight volunteers, we will determine who the
eight are
• The first panel
• The first panel’s initial term of service will be designed so we can have
continuity from the launch/rollout phase (winter/spring 2016) through the
first fall and spring seasons (chance for two evaluation periods)
• Our first meeting with the panel will be in late February with the primary
purpose of mapping out the details necessary to launch the league prior
to opening team entry in July.
• We’ll also tackle other issues if/as they arise
• We anticipate we’ll be asking for a good amount of the panel’s
time during this launch/rollout process
• Four members of the first panel will serve from February 2016 through
June 2017
• At the end of June 2017, one person from each category will roll
off
• Four new will join the panel, one from each category
• The new members will have the benefit of six months of working
with four “original” panel members
• Four members of the first panel will serve from February 2016 through
December 2017
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• At the end of December 2017, the remaining four original panel
members will roll off and be replaced by four new panelists, one
from each category
• This will set us on the path of staggered terms so as to ensure a balance between
fresh representation and continuity
• We will work with the panel and with member clubs to determine the
length of the terms going forward
• Whatever the period is, we want to maintain a staggered term system
• Advisory Panel’s role
• Will advise Iowa Soccer on matters of the league and help Iowa Soccer
evaluate the state of the league by representing member input
• Will serve as your representatives, so although we want you to feel
comfortable contacting us directly, you will also have these eight panel
members to engage with.
• The panel can initiate meetings just as Iowa Soccer will.
• Meetings can be virtual and technology will be used as much as
possible to contain the time commitment panel members will
have to invest.
• Will be a go‐to group for Iowa Soccer staff to bounce ideas off, to get
feedback and input from and to meet with when needed
• “Go‐to” means real time collaboration. Don’t anticipate having
regularly‐scheduled meetings as we’ll use technology to meet
virtually and facilitate exchanges as they arise.
• Will definitely get face‐to‐face when needed
• The first several months after launch will require more frequent
and regular engagement
• Will initiate meetings with Iowa Soccer staff as needed
•

PRONG TWO: Twice yearly league‐wide meetings, open to league participants
• December – to review/evaluate fall season, seek solutions to any issues, discuss if
anything needs to (and can) be implemented for the coming spring season (or
later date)
• July – to review/evaluate spring season, seek solutions to any issues, discuss if
anything needs to (and can) be implemented for the coming fall season (or later
date)
• Iowa Soccer and the Advisory Panel will work collaboratively on input as a result
of these meetings

Your input is critical to our organization’s success and certainly to this league’s. We are
committed to working hard and transparently to earn and retain your trust on a continual
basis.
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Leadership and delivering education/development
• League channels open many new opportunities for us for outreach, education and
development for players, coaches, parents and referees
• Our new Director of Coaching joins the staff January 1 and he will be bringing a different
approach and new ideas to the Iowa Soccer community and will have direct interface
with league programming.
• We will also implement as a required part of the league our sportsmanship program
known as Alliance 4 All.
• We will launch a new league website that will be a hub of coach, parent and player
resources and your go‐to click for the latest league news.
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Referees
• Assigning will not change
• Referee pay scale
• We’ll explore a league‐wide pay scale so there is consistency across clubs that
play in the league
• Focus group discussions revealed that clubs who can pay more often end up
drawing referees away from other facilities, which impacts game coverage at
those facilities on a fairly regular basis
• This is one topic we’ll take up immediately with the Advisory Panel and seek
additional league participant feedback about
• Impact of a league that is different
• With competitions under one umbrella, our organization can consider a much
larger picture of the game activity going on across rec through select levels and
at facilities, and aim for overall scheduling that better supports getting matches
covered by referees
• Will not be an instant fix, but rather an ongoing process with the net
effect of creating a better environment for referees, which we think will
contribute to retention
• Opening up the schedule to Saturdays in addition to Sundays helps ease some of
the demand on referees
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• Six matches over eight weekends
• Provides a break for referees, just as it does for teams/families and
coaches
• Decreases the number of games that need to be covered
• there are more games to cover than there are referees right now
(this is true of rec and select) and the current referee pool takes a
beating getting through a season
• It gets more difficult to get games covered later in the season
because referees are getting burned out by that time.
• Taking measures such as BYE weekends and fewer matches will
create a better environment for referees and will contribute to
retention. Eventually more referees will stay with the game and
the quality of the officiating will improve because experienced refs
return season after season.
• Provides a variety of competitions for referees in the same way as it does
for players, parents and coaches
• On the BYE weekends, they can elect to participate in
tournaments, festivals, friendlies or cross‐league games, or take
the weekend off
• Coordinate referee education courses through league channels (help recruitment)
• Sportsmanship initiative with Alliance 4 All, expectations and accountability (help
retention)
• Parent and coach education about why referees quit (help retention)
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Team Entry Fee Facts
We have made a commitment to recreational soccer and offering league competitions ‐‐ to
members statewide! The team entry fee for this league will be $25 in 2016‐17 and in 2017‐
18; it is projected at $40 in 2018‐19 (year three).
As we included in our initial proposal and stated at the presentation, we are reinvesting
reserves into this recreational soccer initiative. Reserves ‐‐ not fee increases ‐‐ will be used
to fund league expenses not covered by the $25 per team fee.
One characterization we’ve heard recently is that “we’re paying $25 and getting fewer
games.” We reject the idea that the value you’ll get for your team entry fee is tied only to
the number of league games you play. The level of service and support we’ll deliver will be
substantial upgrades for participants. We also know an improved experience for players,
families and coaches, that only Iowa Soccer can deliver, will positively impact retention and
grow the game. As we already run leagues, we know that in years one and two of this new
league option it will cost more than $25 per team to run the league. We’ll therefore be
funding the shortfall by reinvesting our reserves. Participants will receive great value for
the team entry fee.
Year Three: We've done due diligence throughout this proposal and league development
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process. As of this point in time, we're projecting three years out that the team entry fee will
be $40. That is a projection based upon the fact that we currently operate leagues, so we
have a good idea what that entails and about where expenses are likely to land. This league
will have its own budget and we'll be able to track expenses more precisely in years one and
two. Like any service provider, we can’t know for sure what costs will be three years out, but
we’ve made some projections and given you a three‐year heads‐up.
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Will your club commit to play in an Iowa Soccer Level 3 league starting Fall 2016?
Several months’ work with you creating a vision and discussing ideas has now become an
option. The next step is to gauge support so we can determine if the option becomes a
reality. We respectfully ask you and your board to consider this final proposal and to
commit to playing in this league.
We’ll ask for presidents to reply on behalf of their clubs by 5pm, Friday, January 8. From
the commitments, we’ll take GDMJSL team entry numbers from Fall 2015 to project if there
are enough teams in age groups for this league to launch.
• With a six‐game league schedule, the threshold we’re looking at is the ideal ‐‐ seven
teams in an age group.
Toward the end of the town hall meeting December 6, the understanding in the room was
that the first year will have some bumps along the way and divisions or age groups might
not be perfect – which includes perfect team numbers in each age group. We’ll make a
decision projected from Fall 2015 numbers knowing Fall 2016 numbers will look somewhat
different. Our commitment to you is that if the projected numbers result in our decision to
launch the league, no matter where the team numbers are for Fall 2016, teams will have a
place to play in this league.
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Following an announcement to launch
• Committed clubs will be invited to a late January/early February launch meeting
• We’ll organize the first Advisory Panel and meet in late February to work on details of the
rollout and preparations necessary to open team entry in July
In the next couple days we’ll send your President a link to an online form he/she will submit
on behalf of your club. If the league does launch but your club declined to commit, your
teams will still be welcome to enter and play in this league in the Fall of 2016.
We thank you in advance for giving your time in consideration of this proposal and of joining
this league option. Let us know if you have questions!
With appreciation,
Jenny, jwood@iowasoccer.org, ext. 104
Craig, cwinger@iowasoccer.org, ext. 105
Harold, hkahler@iowasoccer.org, ext. 103
Nancy, ngreenley@iowasoccer.org, ext. 101
515‐252‐6363
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